Introduction
In recent years, a significant interest has been paid to develop ultra-high speed communication and information systems [1] [2] [3] . THz waves, which cover a narrow band of frequencies between 0.3-3 THz, have been widely examined for their potential in communications because of their ability of transferring signal at much higher speeds than currently available communication systems [4] [5] [6] . In order to actualize terahertz devices, one needs to develop efficient waveguides that exhibit low loss and high directional confinement for the propagating modes [7] [8] [9] . In this context, substantial effort has been made to develop terahertz waveguides for over a decade, both experimentally and theoretically [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Williams et al for the first time experimentally reported the highly confined surface plasmon polaritons propagation by structuring a dielectric and depositing a thick copper layer on it [19] . Subsequently, Zhu et al reported a terahertz waveguide based upon the 1D array of apertures on thin stainless steel foil and demonstrated passive guided wave devices [20] . In an attempt to reduce propagation loss, Kumar et al experimentally examined the ability to guide THz radiation using 1D arrays of periodically spaced rectangular blind holes in stainless steel metal films [16] . The blindhole pattern led to the propagation of THz surface plasmon only on one side of the waveguide thereby reducing losses. These techniques were inspired by Sir Pendry's seminal work on mimicking surface plasmons using sub-wavelength corrugations in perfect conductors [21] .
THz waveguides have also been widely examined theoretically in last one decade [10, 22, 23] . Wood et al investigated dispersion properties of surface plasmon polaritons in slanted dimpled surface patterns and examined their field confinement in detail [24] . Rusina et al have developed a fundamental understanding in designing the optimum and efficient metal / dielectric nanowaveguides suitable for the THz nanofocusing [25] . The nanoconcentration of THz radiations is reported by considering a parallel plate waveguide that consists of a dielectric slab sand-witched between two thick metal plates. Making further advancement in the field of THz surface plasmon waveguides, Kumar et al showed the propagation of THz waves on a heavily doped silicon surface patterned with pillars [8] . They observed that patterned silicon surface acts as an effective medium for highly confined terahertz surface mode propagation. Although these developments on terahertz waveguides have overcome several hurdles in the field of THz science, the active and passive components in this frequency regime are still lacking. One of the challenges has been to selectively guide a terahertz mode in one particular direction over another in an efficient way.
The guiding of terahertz in a particular direction under low divergence can lead to variety of applications such as remote sensing [26] , identification [27] and high speed transmission of information [28] . In the proposed THz planar plasmonic waveguides, we investigate that one can bend or tilt the corrugated structures to transfer terahertz signal more effectively in one particular direction than the other. We have addressed this ability by designing tilted pillar patterns on a thin metal sheet approximated as a perfect electrical conductor at terahertz frequencies.
In this paper, we report the simulation and theory of a terahertz plasmonic waveguide comprising tilted pillars arranged periodically in one dimension. The paper is organised as follows: first, we numerically examine dispersion relations of the corrugated patterns which indicate the plasmonic response from the proposed geometry. Next, we report the time domain and frequency domain numerical simulations and analyze the mode frequencies and their properties in proposed plasmonic waveguides. In the next section, we employ a semi-analytical transmission line model to independently confirm our numerically simulated results. We further discuss more effective propagation of terahertz modes in the particular direction in which pillars are tilted. Finally, we discuss the confinement of terahertz waves at a certain position in a waveguide that comprises pillars with increasing height. The results are summarized in conclusions section.
Waveguide dispersion properties
First, we numerically investigate dispersion properties of the terahertz modes supported by the proposed waveguide geometry comprising 1D array of tilted pillars. The schematic of the designed planar plasmonic THz waveguide is shown in figure 1(a) . The parameters l, h and w shown in the schematic represent length, height and width of the pillars. Substrate thickness is represented by d. The pillars are tilted through an angle θ and p is the periodicity of the pillars. In our study, we vary angle θ and examine propagation properties of the guided terahertz modes, keeping other parameters constant. We have assumed following parameters for our waveguide: length In order to examine THz propagation properties in the proposed waveguide, we numerically calculate dispersion relations of the terahertz modes supported by the waveguide using a finite element eigen mode solver. In our simulations, we consider periodic boundary conditions along the propagation direction and absorbing layers condition in the transverse direction. We approximated waveguide substrate as a perfect electrical conductor (PEC) owing to the high conductivity of metals at terahertz frequencies. We further assume tetrahedral shaped grids of size / λ 10 in our simulations which indicates that we are operating in the subwavelength regime. The results of the dispersion relations for two different values of θ are shown in figure 2 . The red trace represents the dispersion relation for the pillars tilted at angle θ = 10 , while the blue trace corresponds to θ = 60 . One may note that, for a particular pillar configuration, initially frequency monotonically increases with the wavenumber and then saturates. For the case of pillars tilted at 10 , we get a saturation frequency in the curve at 0.33 THz. This value ideally corresponds to the zero group velocity and is also termed as the cut-off frequency of the fundamental mode. The plasmonic response of the waveguide is only observed below the cut-off frequency. As we increase the bending of the pillars, the dispersion curve shifted away from the light line and saturates to a lower value of frequency. For θ = 60 , the cut-off frequency turns out to be 0.28 THz. This is because of the increase in the effective height of pillars when they are tilted at a larger angle.
Terahertz waveguide transmission: simulation and analysis
We excite terahertz waveguide with a discrete source of single cycle terahertz waveform from the one end of the waveguide. The terahertz signal is made to propagate along the corrugated pattern and terahertz time domain signal carrying the response is detected at the other end of the waveguide. The terahertz time domain signal is finally converted into the frequency domain spectra using fast Fourier transform (FFT) approach. For our simulations, we used finite element time domain solver of the CST Microwave simulation software.
First, we examine the 3 cm long planar waveguide with pillars tilted at 10 . The results in the form of frequency domain spectra are shown in figure 3(a) through red traces. The inset shows the corresponding time domain signal. It is apparent that pillar pattern exhibits resonant behaviour with antiresonant frequency at 0.33 THz. One may note that the antiresonant frequency matches with the saturation frequency of the dispersion relation for the same pillar parameters and bending angle. Similarly, in figure 3(b) , we show the results for plasmonic waveguide with pillars tilted at angle 60 . Again, we compare the antiresonant frequency with the saturation frequency shown in figure 2 and they are found to be in good agreement. The anti-resonant frequency gets red-shifted when the bending of the pillars is increased. In order to elucidate the resonant behaviour of the plasmonic waveguide and confirm the anti-resonant frequencies of the modes, we employ a semianalytical transmission line model specific to our geometry. The results of the amplitude transmission from the model are shown through blue traces. It is noticed that they also predict a resonant behavior and confirm our numerically simulated results for certain values of conductance, inductance and mutual inductance of the constituent pillars. The details of the analytical transmission line model are as follows:
In the semi-analytical model, we assumed metal to have a very high carrier density with constituent pillars behaving like an LC circuit under the transmission line approximation. We consider that a unit cell is comprised of two tilted pillars which are mutually coupled through the mutual inductance, M. The circuit model of a unit cell under the transmission line theory is shown in figure 3(c) . Two pillars of the unit cell are represented by two LC circuits and mutual inductance M is responsible for the coupling of fields between the 
where ε i is the effective dielectric constant of metal; w is the width of a pillar and d is the depth of substrate. Now, the impedance of this circuit model (Z S ) can be written as,
where, ω, L, C and M represent angular frequency, inductance, capacitance and mutual inductance respectively. The normalized transmission amplitude, ( ) ω t of this transmission line-LC circuit model is given by
We used equation (3) to calculate the waveguide transmission and predict anti-resonant frequencies of the resonant modes resulting from the tilted pillars of the plasmonic waveguide. As we discussed above, the model enable us to predict the anti-resonant frequencies corresponding to the pillars tilted at angles 10 The broadness of a resonance can be attributed to the fact that as a wave propagates along the corrugated pattern comprising of several tilted pillars, it will experience scattering, dispersion, diffraction and coupling losses. We have neglected such losses in our transmission line model. Next, we examine the terahertz waveguide transmission of the propagating terahertz modes in the backward and forward directions of the pillar patterned waveguide. A schematic of this waveguide configuration is shown in figure 4(a) . We assume to have terahertz source at the center of the waveguide i.e. at x = x 0 . Since the pillars are designed in both the directions, the incident terahertz will lead to plasmonic mode propagating in both the directions. The position x = x 1 corresponds to the position of detector in the forward direction i.e. terahertz propagating in the direction of bending of pillars, while the position x = x 2 represents the backward position i.e. the pillar's bending opposing the direction of propagation. In our simulations, we assume 4 cm long waveguide and examine THz waveguide transmission at a distance of 2 cm from the center in both the directions. The pillars of the waveguide are tilted in one direction. The frequency domain spectra indicates a difference in transmission amplitudes calculated at both the 10 , 40 and 60 with respect to normal respectively. The blue and red traces represent signal in the forward and backward directions respectively. For angle θ = 10 , we get an output amplitude of ∼91% in the forward direction compared with the ∼75% signal amplitude in the backward direction for the waves propagating an equal distance in both directions. When we increase the tilting of pillars, the waveguide transmission in the forward direction increases. For angles θ = 40 and 60 , we get an output amplitude of ∼93% and ∼94% in the forward direction, whereas signal amplitude drops to ∼67% and ∼54% in the backward detectors. Therefore, the proposed waveguides can allow us to propagate the signal more effectively in a particular direction by changing the angle through which pillars are tilted.
Further, we examine the field profiles of the terahertz modes supported by the proposed waveguide configuration. The results are shown in figure 5 for the two different angles of 10 Again, fields are strongly confined at the resonant frequencies, however no confinement for the OFF-resonant modes. In figure 5 (g), we have shown the electric field propagation at the fundamental resonant frequency i.e. 0.28 THz along the waveguide comprising pillars tilted at θ = 60 , both in the forward and backward directions. As expected, the field propagates in both the directions of the waveguide when it is excited at the center i.e. x = x 0 . For a fixed travelling distance in the forward and backward directions i.e. = = x x x 1 2 , we observed the fundamental mode with the similar field profiles, however of different total field amplitudes. We calculated the ratio of the forward field amplitude to the backward field amplitude i.e. E 2 /E 1 at = = x x 1.5 1 2 cm and it turned out to be 1.74. Clearly, the field amplitude is higher at x = x 2 , indicating a more effective propagation in the forward direction.
In a terahertz plasmonic waveguide, the loss and confinement are the crucial factors to decide the performance of a waveguide. Therefore, we examine the properties of our proposed geometry for guiding terahertz. First, we analyse the confinement in the transverse direction i.e. vertically away from the surface. We numerically measure the total electric field by translating the detectors away from the surface for the pillar angle 10 and 60 using the finite element time domain solver. Figure 6 (a) plots the measured peak spectral amplitude as a function of distance above the surface, along with an exponential fit which results in the 1/e propagation length of 0.52 mm for the bending angle θ = 10 . The 1/e propagation length decreases as we increase the angle. For θ = 60 , it turns out to be 0.29 mm. We also evaluate the confinement of the terahertz modes in the lateral direction. This is done by placing detectors at different position in the lateral direction and measuring total electric field amplitude. Figures 6(b)-(d) plot the calculated field amplitude as a function of the distance z in the lateral direction at two different positions, x = 12 mm and x = 18 mm of the waveguide for the pillars tilted at angles, θ = 10 , 40 and 60 respectively. Under the Gaussian fitting of our results, we calculated full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the fundamental guided THz mode for all the three cases. The FWHM, ( ) τ ∆ turned out to be ∼0.59 mm, 0.70 mm and 0.81 mm for the angles, θ = 10 , 40 and 60 respectively. It may be noted that the field confinement in the lateral direction increases as we increase bending of the pillars.
Further, we have examined the ability of a pillar plasmonic waveguide to confine the terahertz by sequentially increasing the height of pillars. We design a waveguide in which pillar height is gradually increasing in the steps of 10 µm, however the other dimensions of the pillars i.e. length ( ) µ = l 100 m, width ( ) µ = w 500 m and periodicity ( ) µ = p 400 m remain fixed. In designing the waveguide, we started with a pillar height of 10 μm and ended up with 550 μm. We excited the waveguide geometry with three different frequencies i.e. 0.15 THz, 0.19 THz and 0.24 THz, which corresponds to the cut-off frequencies of the resonant modes for the pillar heights 400 μm, 300 μm and 200 μm respectively. We believe that the same analogy can be applied to the slanted pillars. Therefore, we examined a waveguide with the increasing heights of the pillars tilted at 60 . For the excitation frequency of 0.28 THz, the field is highly confined at the pillar height of µ = h 100 m. The greater field confinement can be attributed to the matching of the cut-off frequency of a pillar to the incident frequency. The cut-off frequencies are estimated from the dispersion relations of pillar pattern configurations using the Eigen mode solver of the simulation package. We plotted y-component of the electric field amplitude versus pillar position in figure 7 . The inset shows the schematic of the waveguide configuration with increasing pillar height. One may note that the electric field amplitude at a particular frequency is higher at a certain pillar position. This occurs when incident frequency matched the anti-resonant frequency of the resonant mode corresponding to a certain height of the pillar. In order to have a better understanding of the results, we examine electric field profiles in the transverse direction when waveguide is excited with three different frequencies. The results are shown in figure 8 . Clearly, the fields of specific frequencies are highly confined at the positions where pillars height correspond the incident cut-off frequency. The phenomenon of light trapping is significant in fabricating slow light systems and terahertz buffers.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we present simulation and analysis of the terahertz surface plasmon polariton propagation in a waveguide geometry comprising sub-wavelength scale tilted pillars. We numerically calculated dispersion relations of the fundamental THz mode supported by the pillars tilted at different angles. An increase in the bending of pillars result in lower cut-off frequency and better field confinement of the THz modes. By arranging pillars on both sides of the incident THz, we observed that the coupled THz can be more effectively guided in a par ticular direction depending upon the orientation and angle through which pillars are tilted. The propagation of guided THz modes in tilted pillars waveguide is independently confirmed through a semi-analytical transmission line model. The model enable us to predict the anti-resonant frequencies of the guided modes for certain specific values of inductance, capacitance and mutual inductance of the pillars. Next, we examine field confinements of the fundamental THz modes and observe a strong confinement of the modes into the pillars at resonant frequencies. For θ = 10 , we calculated 1/e decay length of ∼0.52 mm in transverse direction for the fundamental THz mode. Further, we analyzed the ability of confining a THz mode of certain frequencies at a specific position along the waveguide by gradually increasing the height of pillars. The present study on plasmonic waveguides could be significant in designing active networks, slow light systems and buffers operating at terahertz frequencies. 
